Hy there.
This message was sent to you the same way last Thursday.
Unfortunately, I did not receive any feedback from your website as to whether the content was
received or forwarded correctly.
So it will be sent to you once again with a request to confirm receipt of it on my e-mail address
within the next two weeks, please.
Very special thanks in advance!
And again:
Dear Cohen Family, Dear Prof. Zvi Bentwich, Dear Dr. Hagit Yariv, Dear Lihi Bar-Lev Schleider
and other...
(Shalom Tikun Olam!)
After contacting the scientists of Mr. Roskam in Spain and asking Peter Cremer-Schaeffer (Chief of
the German "Federal Opium Agency")... to get some information or any inspiration...
I'am thrown back on not having reported to You long ago.
We should conspire!
In my young live (31 years old), its not a lie that 20 years of it hemp is still my all them area.
It's (c)an abyss in my mind to see the needs to heal the world (or what we humans have made of it),
especially here in Germany, maybe You can imagine.
There are two points of interest in these Mail to You:
Firstly, the offer of coorperation in the producing of medical cannabis, from me - to You.
You'll surely know that in Germany is currently running an announcement in this regard.
Unfortunately, the scope of a regular application can't be given here.
However, there is a mutual benefit inevitable, even if in these country no identifiable references are
obtainable.
Check out my sanity aswell as my intentions and consider if You can use a relieable contract partner
and nice representative of Your organisation also or especially here in Germany.
It would be an very honourable pleasure to me!
And for You it would be a great win, too.
Secondly, I would like to take this opportunity to examinate Your knowledge - and Your breadth of
it, on th question of the cromosome set of modern varieties; allegedly multiblied by colchicinetreatment decades ago...
Maybe the scientists of You have already heard about iit, what is so plausible for me, but not even
verifiable under my conditions yet.
The scientists of the Green-House-Company of A. Roskam doesn't seems to be interested in it, they
said they had never heard of it.
If necessary, You can refer me once to comment.
You are kindly requested to inform me of your level of knowledge about mutated marijuana, and
their changed cannabiniod-spectrum...
Speciall thanks and hopefully see You soon.
The general scholar named Sebastian Jerome De Valerio - self proclaimed "Prinzeptor Germanie"
full of joy awaits Your response until 16.09.2018.
Very special thanks to You!

Nice greetings from Hamburg.
Yours sincerely!
Sebastian Jerome De Valerio
Thiedeweg 21, 22047 Hamburg
sebastiandevalerio@hotmail.com
prinzeptor-germanie@hotmail.com
0049-151 / 24225218

Now six weeks have passed since I asked you on this way on cooperation in Germany or at least on
knowledge exchange. And unfortunately, no response from you to me until today, I would like to
give you herewith a little anecdote on your way:

Why cannabis is completely unsuitable as a medicine
Cannabis should not take the place of a medicine.
It should not replace the medicines and remedies!
Because; Although it may be useful and preventive, it may prevent or even cure many diseases, you
know!
What is also necessary as a transition.
We have not force sick people to suffer or to die, we have to helf and to heal them!
However, but a lack of cannabis in the people/population is not the cause of illness!
We humans become or get sick, because we do not care about each other properly !!!
Because we do not pay attention to our characters !!!!!
&
Cannabis is originally the symbol of these salvation.
Diseases arise in the spirit:
Cannabis is a gift, also for psycholysis.
Talk to each other!
LEGALIZEIT
Peaceup &
Heilerde
I wish you the best!
"Princeptor Germanie"
Sebastian Jerome De Valerio
prinzeptor-germanie@hotmail.com
sebastiandevalerio@hotmail.com
0049 151 24225218
Thiedeweg 21
22047 Hamburg
germany

